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At BEYOND Bollywood, we are always ready 

to go above and beyond to achieve true long-

term sustainability. We believe in the collective

power which can turn into a massive synergies

only if we have a common belief and collective

consciousness. We started a journey of CHANGE

and completed a few of significant milestones.

To offer a platform and

connect with independent

dance artists,

choreographers, dance

publicists in creating

positive impacts within

individuals, communities

and the world through

dance.

To foster and integrate

concepts of cultural diversity

and social inclusion in

community through the

power of BOLLYWOOD

DANCE and development of

community partnerships in

Hong Kong.

OUR MISSION

To raise public

awareness on

BOLLYWOOD DANCE

alongside its film, music

and theatre which

ultimately enrich the

cultural development in

Hong Kong.

To mobilize and empower

the underprivileged

population through different

community-based dance

projects or dance-theatre

courses, and implant

positive attitudes and

behaviour towards their

families, peers and

community.

To advocate

BOLLYWOOD Dance

being recognised in Hong

Kong as a professional

dance form, with its

syllabus and accredited

examinations.



2018 Happenings

INDIAN FILM FESTIVAL :

Women in BOLLYWOOD

Indian Film Festival 2018 was presented in Hong Kong in

partnership with School of Creative Media, City University of

Hong Kong on 24 & 25 March. There were 2 screenings every

day along with post screening discussion and sharing and

other cultural events like dance performance, Henna corner

and Indian Artwork exhibition.

MAR

24-25

APR

29

DANCE EDUCATION SERIES :

BOLLYWOOD Vs BELLY Dance

BEYOND Bollywood partnered with Jiya Dance to launch the

first Dance Education series : BOLLYWOOD DANCE = BELLY

DANCE ? Through promoting, educating, performing,

insightful sharing among dance artists/practitioners from

Bollywood and Belly dance and offering healthy tips for

dancers by certified nutritionist, we aim to offer the rich and

holistic program to celebrate International Dance Day with

the general public.

JUN

10

DANCE WITHOUT FRONTIERS

This is the first initiative of its kind launched by BEYOND

Bollywood in collaboration with Jiya Dance and Tinker

Dance Troupe. We aim to strengthen the interaction and

establish long-term collaborations and network of

Bollywood dance development with neighboring regions

through dance exchange. This year, we are honored to

engage the participants from 6 regions (Australia, India,

Hong Kong, Japan, Mainland China and Taiwan), 12 dance

combinations with over 40 performers.

https://youtu.be/aKdaI0ilJzg

https://youtu.be/klkylSM7-Gw

https://youtu.be/aKdaI0ilJzg
https://youtu.be/aKdaI0ilJzg


2018 Happenings

ANYBODY CAN DANCE

This project was funded by Equal Opportunities Committee.

BEYOND Bollywood partnered with Fun Forest and JR

Dreamland presents a small and impressive program -

“ANYBODY CAN DANCE” which is framed by dance showcase,

dance workshops, LEARNING booth and FUN booth on both

days.  We hope to raise public awareness on enriching the

culture of valuing people, empowering the underserved

groups and enhancing social integration through the power of

Bollywood dance.  The main message we would like to convey

through this initiatives is that dance can be accessible to all

people and everyone has an equal opportunity to enjoy it.

OCT

13-14

NOV

17-18

CULTURAL EXCHANGE - 

HONG KONG DANCE BRIDGE PROGRAM

In 2017, we were very honoured to be invited by 台北印度⾳樂

⽂化中⼼  Taipei India Music & Culture org to be part of the

Opening Ceremony of Indian Museum and Taiwan Indian

Festival 2017 on 16 & 17 December where we have chance to

learn, connect and inspired by other artists with different

backgrounds from Taiwan, Japan, India, France and UK.

In 2018, we participated in Taiwan Indian Festival on 17 & 18

November by adding some more creative initiatives like Artist

Exchange, Dance Corner and Indian dance drama. Indian

dance drama was produced by BEYOND Bollywood in

collaboration with another two Indian Classical dance troupes

and premiered in Taipei.

https://youtu.be/h4FbYNXI1PE

https://youtu.be/lsLTkm-v99w
https://youtu.be/-898YzSz3l4

https://youtu.be/ZHlIqOhdSJA
https://youtu.be/pzk6ldaoklI

https://youtu.be/h4FbYNXI1PE
https://youtu.be/h4FbYNXI1PE
https://youtu.be/h4FbYNXI1PE
https://youtu.be/h4FbYNXI1PE
https://youtu.be/h4FbYNXI1PE
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Co-founder & 

Senior Artistic Advisor
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Artistic Director
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Co-founder & 

Program Director
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Event Marketing &

Communications Specialist

BEYOND Bollywood Team



Luna CHAN

Event Marketing & Communications Specialist

Luna Chan is our Event Marketing & Communications Specialist who is

responsible for backstage assistance, ideas generation to various

emceeing events of different scales curated by BEYOND Bollywood since

our inception. In 2016, she was one of the actresses in BEYOND

Bollywood’s one of the most exclusive fusion drama performance - When

BOLLYWOOD dance encounters Argentine Tango and a sole actor in "A

Journey Within" produced by Sri Shakti Academy, Cosmic Dance and

BEYOND Bollywood which was premiered in Taipei (2018) and in Hong

Kong (2019). She has tremendous charisma and stage presence. She

feels that her experiences gained from being part of BEYOND Bollywood

can embellish her passion for dancing and performing in a more

delightful way.

Krystal CHOW

Event Curator & Dance Educator

Krystal Chow (Saraswati), a Hindu and an Indian dance artist, is the

choreographer,  performer, instructor, dance educator & event curator

under BEYOND Bollywood. She is known for her performance in an array

of dance forms ranging from Kathak, Semi-classical Indian dance to

Bollywood dance and also being a Founder of Saffron HK which supports

the artistic and cultural development through performing extensively for

public and private sector, cultural events hosted by HKSAR and Indian

Culture Association of Macau.With her Hindu background, it broadened

and deepened her network of Indian community in Hong Kong and India

which also foster her knowledge in Indian culture. This makes her classes

become unique through sharing Indian culture with Indian dance. In

2017, she was being invited to be one of the presenters in our radio

program (Community Involvement Broadcasting Service (“CIBS”)

program: "Diversity In BOLLYWOOD") supported by RTHK through which

she shared her extraordinary life with the audiences in different forms.

Welcome ON Board!



LET'S CONTINUE

TRANSFORMING

OUR WORLD

TOGETHER



Connect with us

www.beyondbollywood.org

info@beyondbollywood.orgBEYOND_2016

BEYONDbollywood

beyond_bollywood
BEYOND Bollywood

http://www.beyondbollywood.org/
http://twitter.com/BEYOND_2016
http://www.facebook.com/BEYONDBollywood/
http://www.instagram.com/beyond_bollywood/
http://goo.gl/suTDZW

